
KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION

135/2020/DOK Cat. No.582/2017No.

The following  is  the  ranked list  of  candidates  for  the post  of   BEAT FOREST OFFICER-DIRECT 
RECRUITMENT - (Kottayam) on RS:20,000-45,800/- in  FOREST, found suitable by the Commission 
and arranged in the order of merit based on the OMR Test held on 07/04/2018, Endurance Test held on 
17/10/2019  and  18/10/2019 And  Physical  Efficiency  Test  held  on  18/12/2019,19/12/2019  and 
20/12/2019. This Ranked List is brought into force with effect from 17/03/2020.

Ranked List for the post of BEAT FOREST OFFICER-DIRECT RECRUITMENT (Kottayam)  on 
`RS:20,000-45,800/- in FOREST

Main List
 

Rank NameReg No Test Wtg Total DOB Commy Remarks

25/05/1989 SC-Kuravar, 
Kurava

 SP,NCCSHINU C S2686081

10/07/1995SOUMYA S NAIR3945642

10/09/1994 EZHAVALAKSHMI PARVATHY M3598193

06/12/1993 OBC-CHETTIESATHIRA VIJAYAN3814714

11/05/1991 EZHAVAJYOTHY SUKUMARAN3990235

18/08/1990 EZHAVASUMI M3919026

23/01/1996 EZHAVAAPARNA MOHAN3294787

31/05/1994 EZHAVA  NCCREKHILA P R3464478

14/05/1989HELAN MATHEW4007589

31/03/1990ARUN REVEENDRAN35396010

22/06/1994 OBC-KANIYAN 
[ GANAKA]KANISAN

SRUTHY SUKUMARAN38138711

24/02/1996 EZHAVAPRIYAMOL P P39379912

03/01/1993  NCCVISWASREE P VISWANATH39403013

02/03/1990 D-DHEEVARAGEETHU K S39875514

08/07/1993GOPIKA G38152315

23/01/1996HARIKRISHNAN T G37798716

27/05/1996 EZHAVAVISHNU JAYAPALAN35470217

06/05/1991GEORGE SAVIO38530718

10/12/1994 EZHAVAABHIRAMI SATHEESAN38200319

19/10/1992AMALA S39207920

11/10/1996  NCCVINNY GEORGE38204321

24/07/1997 H NadarAPARNA M18675022

07/12/1996 V-VISWAKARMAARATHI JAYAPRAKASH38268423

11/04/1995 EZHAVAJISHNU K J37950224

05/06/1990 SC-PULAYANAKHIL G37255825

05/08/1996 EZHAVA  NCCABHIJITH C K39037526

20/05/1985 EZHAVASOUMYA K R40054527
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30/04/1990AMRUTHA G NAIR38329528

12/11/1993 EZHAVANEETHU B34629429

30/05/1984 SC-PULAYANDEEPA T K46906330

07/04/1989 EZHAVASANDEEP M S35733331

20/01/1991ALPHY JOSEPH32897532

27/01/1993SHERIN GEORGE38216333

14/06/1995 OBC-VELAANS 
[VELAAN]

KRUPA KRISHNAN38321934

27/09/1988ANJALY P S35890735

11/10/1990 D-DHEEVARAJITHINSHA N S37145436

31/05/1992TOJO THOMAS36672937

27/08/1997 EZHAVAANJANA SURESH32478138

15/05/1990 EZHAVANEETHUMOL K M39720939

10/03/1995LEKSHMI J34913640

11/04/1996 SCCC-CHERAMARSINU SEBASTIAN38290741

17/06/1994BIBY SEBASTIAN38177942

28/04/1989ASWANI M39191943

26/02/1988 EZHAVASANITHA P SATHYAN39994344

21/05/1990 SC-PULAYANIMISHA PONNAPPAN39876545

04/09/1991 EZHAVAASHWINI ANIYAN39377546

Supplementary List
Ezhava

Nil

Scheduled Caste
06/05/1993 SC-SAMBAVASYAMILY P S3423001

Scheduled Tribe
Nil

Muslim
20/10/1990 M-MUSLIMANSEENA P Y3606671

Latin Catholics / Anglo Indian
Nil

OBC
Nil

Viswakarma
Nil

SIUC Nadar
Nil

SCCC
19/11/1993 SCCC-CHERAMARBUITTIYA K JOHNSON3622261

Dheevara
14/03/1993 D-DHEEVARAVRINDAMOL K M3981671
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Hindu Nadar
Nil
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NOTE (1) :- The Ranked List thus published shall remain in force for a minimum period of one year subject
to the condition that the said list will continue to be in force till the publication of a new Ranked List after the
expiry of the minimum period of one year or till expiry of three years whichever is earlier . Candidates from
the  Ranked  List  will  be  advised  for  appointment  in  accordance  with  the  rules  and  orders  regarding
reservation and rotation as amended from time to time, if  applicable,  against  vacancies reported to the
Commission  during  the  pendency  of  the  Ranked  List.  As  the  advice  for  appointment  depends  on  the
occurrence of vacancies there is no guarantee that all the candidates included in the Ranked List will secure
appointment. The candidates remaining in the Ranked List at the time of cancellation will have no claim at all
for appointment on the basis of the inclusion of their names in the Ranked List.

NOTE (2) :- According to the existing procedure, revaluation of Answer Script is not allowed. But Answer
Scripts will be rechecked if the candidates apply for in the prescribed application form available free of cost
from the Enquiry Sections of the various Offices of the Commission or its photocopy, or downloaded and
printed in A 4 size paper from the Commission's website www.keralapsc.gov.in or Photocopied there from.
Applications submitted in any other manner will not be considered. The Application for re-checking along with
original  challan receipt  for the prescribed fee of  Rs.  85/-  (Rupees Eighty five Only)  under the Head of
Account 0051 - PSC - 105 State PSC 99 - Examination Fee addressed to the District Officer, Kerala Public
Service Commission District Office, Kottayam 686004. should reach the office within 45 (Forty Five) days
from the date on which the Ranked List is uploaded in the commission's website, ie on 06.08.2020 .The
candidates can avail only one chance after the Approval of Ranked List. Rechecking of invalidated answer
scripts due to any defects will not be considered. Application for Rechecking received after the stipulated
time will not be entertained and Fee once remitted will not be refunded.

NOTE (3)  :- Candidates who wish to obtain a photocopy of their OMR Answer Sheets (Part A & Part B)
relating to this selection shall remit a Fee of Rs. 335/- (Rupees Three Hundred and thirty five only) in any of
the Treasuries in the State (Head of Account : 0051 - PSC - 800 - State PSC -99-Other Receipts). The duly
filled in application in the prescribed form available from the Commission's website www.keralapsc.gov.in
along with the original  challan receipt  should be submitted to the District  Officer,  Kerala Public Service
Commission, District Office, Kottayam - 686004 within 45 (Forty Five) days from the date on which Ranked
List is uploaded in the Commission's Website ie on 06.08.2020. A copy of an answer sheet will be issued
only once to a candidate. Copies of OMR answer sheets invalidated due to any defect will not be issued.
Candidates are prohibited from applying for  copy of  an answer sheet which is not  their  own, and legal
proceedings will be initiated against those who do so. Applications received after the prescribed date will not
be entertained.

NOTE (4) :- The entries put in column (8) are based on the Communities  specified by the candidate  in their
Application forms and proved by them with necessary documents. The candidate whose Communities have
not been correctly noted in the Ranked List as proved by them in their Application should intimate the fact to
the District Officer, Kerala Public Service Commission, District Office, Kottayam 686004 within one month
from the Date of publication of the Ranked List to get the benefit of Reservation to which they are entitled to.
In  the  absence  of  timely  information  regarding  discrepancies  if  any,  the  candidate  will  be  advised  as
incorporated in the Ranked List.

NOTE (5) :- Any candidate can relinquish his/her right for appointment in writing duly attested by a Gazetted
Officer  of  State/  Central  Government  with  Signature,  Name,  Designation  and  Office  Seal  along  with  a
notarized affidavit and a self attested copy of an ID proof bearing photograph as enlisted in the general
conditions. The request for relinquishment received within 15 days from the date of publication of Ranked
List in the official website of the Commission will be honored against the requisitions of vacancies that are
pending with the Commission up to the finalization of the Ranked List. After the publication of the Ranked
List, the request for relinquishment will be considered only if such request is received on or before the date
of receipt of requisition, based on which he/she is to be advised.

NOTE (6) :- The A part and B part of OMR scripts will be destroyed after completing 6 months period from
the date of finalization of Ranked list, i.e. on 16/9/2020.
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NOTE (7) :- Since a common objective type (OMR Valuation) test was held for this post,the marks awarded
to the candidates included in the Ranked list and marks of OMR Test relating to all candidates appeared for
the test will be published only after the publication of the Ranked list (including NCA Notifications) which will 

be finalized on the basis of the Common Test. The result of rechecking of OMR scripts will be intimated in
due course. But photo copy of the OMR will be issued only after the publication of all the Ranked Lists to be
finalized on the basis of the common test for each posts.

E - Ezhava/Thiyya/Billava, SC - Scheduled Caste, ST - Scheduled Tribe, M - Muslim/Mappila, LC/AI - Latin
Catholics/Anglo Indian, OBC - Other Backward Class, V - Viswakarma, SIUC N - SIUC Nadar, SCCC -
Scheduled Caste Converts to Christianity, D - Dheevara, H Nadar - Hindu Nadar.

( By Order of the Commission )

         SAILAJAKUMARI P
         DISTRICT OFFICER 

KERALA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 
District Office, KOTTAYAM

Office of the Kerala Public Service Commission 
District Office,KOTTAYAM

(Approved for Issue)

Section Officer


